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For the mother and daughter who seek a thoughtful, creative way to connect with one another. This

journal is the perfect tool to strengthen your mother-daughter relationship. The engaging prompts

invite you to exchange heart-to-heart thoughts, swap stories, share dreams, and explore common

and unique interests and perspectives. Your daughter will build self-confidence and improve her

penmanship as she writes letters, doodles, answers questions on timely topics, and decorates her

journal with photographs that capture the special moments of her life. Let master storycatcher Katie

Clemons help your daughter discover the beauty of her story and, best of all . . . strengthen the

bonds with you, her mom. For ages 9 and up.
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As a mom of two little girls (not yet of writing age), this journal is so special!The prompts are

relevant. Even though it is intended for elementary-age girls and their moms, I could even see

myself having some of these conversations with my young daughter and transcribing her answers in

the journal. The journal covers topics that are interesting, engaging, and important in our world.

Young girls will be challenged by some of the prompts and feel like they have a special purview into

their moms' lives with others. I have heard of using a spiral notebook as a special mom-child journal

(mom leaves the notebook outside a child's door at night with a special note or picture and then the



child returns the gesture the next night), but this journal provides so much more structure and

guidance for a busy mom or a child who needs a little more focus.The design of the journal is just

fun. The doodles throughout the journal remind me of the doodles in my journals and church

bulletins and homework papers from when I was younger. Young girls will enjoy adding their own

doodles and coloring in the existing ones (let's be honest - moms, too)!Katie Clemons has created a

special book that, when filled out, will become something little girls and their moms treasure. Thank

you!

I have two daughters, ages 9 and 7. They both keep Time Capsule, one of the other kid journals

Clemons created. Theyâ€™ve had a really fun time with that journalâ€”itâ€™s whimsical with a good

dose of seriousness, so theyâ€™re reflecting on and writing about multiple facets of their lives and

imaginations. I was thrilled to see that Clemons also created this gorgeous mother daughter journal.

Now my girls and I get to journal together! I get to read their stories and share mine. My favorite

pages (93-94) ask about equality: â€œDear daughter, Do you think women are treated equal to

men? Is this topic important? Do you think there are ways our society can improve?â€• Thereâ€™s

space to answer each question, then the following page asks the mother to address the topic as

well.Thereâ€™s also a story at the beginning of the journal where Clemons introduces the power of

mother-daughter relationships while sharing an endearing memory from her childhood that we can

all relate to. The illustrations are whimsical and fun. Theyâ€™re right on trend with the adult coloring

book craze; theyâ€™re also timeless drawings of things we all associate with our own girl-hood, too.

With 100 pages, the journal is the perfect sizeâ€”big enough to capture many memories and launch

discussions, while not feeling intimidating. What a treasure to share with our girls.

This beautifully illustrated journal by Katie Clemons contains touching writing prompts that give

mothers and daughters a safe space to create memories, share values and strengthen bonds. Katie

offers a glimpse into her own special relationship with her mother in a sweet story at the beginning

of the journal. In our fast paced world, writing gives us a chance to slow down and focus on what we

are feeling rather than just what we are doing. Having lost my mom when I was in college, I wish we

had kept a journal like this when I was younger so that I could look at it whenever I miss her (which

is every day)! Now that many of my friends are having kids, I plan to make this a baby shower gift

for anyone having a girl, so that they can start using it when their daughters get to be of writing age.

Kudos to Katie and Gadanke for creating such a lovely keepsake!



I have given the boys' version of this journal as a gift to friends. The books contain a great set of

prompts to engage Mom and children in written conversation. You know how you can only get your

kids to talk when you are in the car? This journal prompting creates another way to help kids focus

their thoughts and write about life as only an 8 or 9 or 10 year old will know it. I think it would be fun

to make this a game of hide and seek: Each person writes a little and then hides the journal in a

place that the other will see it -- or perhaps under a pillow!As my children are now grown, I find great

pleasure in finding the little notes we've written to each other over the years. With this journal, you'll

have a whole story line of that pre-teen time of life. It goes so fast!

Imagine being a high school senior and having 12 years of the "Love, Mom and Me, Mother

daughter Journal" to look back on. Oh the Memories! What Fun!In this journal, Katie Clemons has

thoughtfully and gently given Mom's and Daughters just the encouragement they need to capture

their stories. The writing prompts are engaging. The freedom and focus they give allow parent and

child to quickly and timelessly express & save their thoughts. The caligraphy and art on the pages

provides the feeling that adding our own art will make the journal even more interesting.A Mother

Daughter pair could buy this journal again and again and continue to find fresh ideas and joy each

year in filling it with thoughts and feelings.
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